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Our reputation 
speaks for itself.

A powerful  
global network  
of 15,000 alumni15k

1845

90%

High graduate 
employability

Industry 
links
Our graduates have 
careers with prestigious 
global companies 

Safest university in  
England and Wales

1st
safest

89%
Learning 
Community
89% of students feel part 
of the RAU community 

Find your place in our 
friendly community and 
thrive with academic 
and peer support

Established in 1845, 
the first agricultural 
institution in the 
English-speaking 
world
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Scenic

Award-winning 
enterprise 
programme 
providing tailored 
support at all levels 
of business start-up

TOP Ten English 
university 
for Carbon 
Reduction

1st 
for carbon 
reduction

High completion rates
13th out of 126 universities in the UK 
for undergraduate completion rates 
in The Times and The Sunday Times 
Good University Guide 2018

A picturesque campus nestled in 25 
acres of beautiful Cotswold countryside

Experts
Staff who are 
experts in their 
fields and visiting 
speakers who 
are captains of 
industry

Proactive 
Students’ Union
Our Students’ Union has a 
packed schedule of activities  
and fundraising initiatives

87%
Student 
Satisfaction
High student 
satisfaction

48
student

businesses 
launched  
82% success rate,  

compared with  
44% nationally*

*Office for National Statistics
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Welcome to the Royal Agricultural University
The RAU has been at the forefront of agricultural education 

and a key contributor to the land-based sector for more 

than 170 years. We pride ourselves in combining the 

knowledge and industry connections which stem from our 

rich heritage with an innovative forward-thinking approach. 

It is this proven combination that makes us an ideal place 

for postgraduate study and which continues to open doors 

for those who study here.

This is an ideal time to study a postgraduate course at the 

RAU. The current global challenges of food security, climate 

change and Brexit provide unprecedented opportunities 

for the industry and those who work within it. The need 

to produce more food and manage the land sustainably, 

while enhancing the rural economy and sustaining its vital 

communities, will lead to a wealth of career options. Your 

studies here will be extremely valuable in helping you shape 

not only your own career but also the future of the industry.

At the RAU, we are committed to creating a stimulating, 

innovative environment in which to pioneer new modes 

of thought and explanation which will directly impact on 

the sector. We pride ourselves on our links with industry 

and our courses are designed to meet the demands of 

the employment market for land-based expertise, both 

in the UK and worldwide. Many former students have 

gone on to perform at the highest levels across a broad 

range of careers. There are numerous options to choose 

from; whether that be leading innovation and change 

in the land management, farming, agri-food or equine 

industries, informing future land-based policy, or setting 

up businesses. The reach and influence of the RAU alumni 

network worldwide is extraordinary.

Set in the beautiful Cotswold countryside, our small size 

provides a real sense of community amongst students 

and staff, which supports, develops and encourages 

postgraduates from all backgrounds to achieve their 

ambitions. 

I hope that you choose to join us – this truly is a unique 

place to study. To get a sense of the RAU community and 

what we have to offer you please come to one of our 

postgraduate open days. I look forward to welcoming you  

to Cirencester.

Professor Joanna Price 
Vice-Chancellor
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Open
 days Make sure you book your place 

at www.rau.ac.uk/opendays

Dates for your diary 2018

Saturday 24 March

Saturday 2 June

Tuesday 3 July

Saturday 1 September

Meet the lecturers

Discuss the courses

Meet current students

Explore the campus and 
accommodation

Find out more about fees, 
scholarships, and bursaries

Our Open Days are the perfect opportunity for you to visit the 
University and get a feel for what life as a student is really like.

After visiting an RAU open 

day, I fell in love with its 

charm and the wonderful people.  

It very quickly became my home where I 

can say I have made friends for life.  

My course provided so much enrichment 

and variety, it has opened up doors that I 

never could have imagined.”  

Jennifer Winnett

BSc International Equine and Agricultural Business 
Management graduate (2017) and former President  
of the Enterprise Society
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“The University has an important 
role to play in providing courses 
of the highest standard, open to 
students from all over the world.”

For a full list of  
members of staff  
and governors,  

please visit  
www.rau.ac.uk

Vice-Chancellor 

Professor Joanna Price, 

BSc, BVSc (Bristol), PhD 

(Sheff)

Chair of Governors  

The Rt. Hon Michael Jack

Vice Presidents 

The Earl Bathurst, MRAC

Simon Pott, FRICS, FRAgS, 

FInstCPD, FRAU

Patron 

HM The Queen

President 

HRH The Prince of Wales
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Our graduates are regularly recruited by some 
of the world’s leading organisations.

The University offers fantastic career and employment 

opportunities, and reassuringly high graduate employability 

rates. On average over the past five years, 90% of our 

students find work within six months of graduating. This can 

be attributed in part, to the strong industry links maintained 

by the RAU.  

Taught by experts, alongside the involvement of business 

leaders and employers from across the world, our courses 

provide all the tools, opportunities and contacts students 

could hope for in their journey from university life to 

successful employment and beyond.  Engagement with 

industry is a feature of all our courses, with regular visiting 

speakers, and farm and industry visits.

Alumni

An added advantage for our graduates is the support of 

our alumni. A powerful network of over 15,000 former 

students positioned across the globe, with members living 

in Africa, South America, Australia and the United States, 

they are always keen to help graduates achieve career 

success. Students joining the alumni network follow in 

the distinguished footsteps of celebrities, entrepreneurs, 

politicians and business people, offering fantastic 

opportunities for socialising, networking and professional 

development.  

Careers

A comprehensive careers advice service helps to ensure 

that a consistently high number of RAU graduates go on to 

enjoy success in their specialist area of study, and make 

a significant contribution to a wide range of professions 

internationally. The careers service includes:

• One-to-one guidance from a professionally trained 

Careers Adviser

• Access to a wide range of job vacancies on the 

University’s online job portal

• An email careers service offering advice on specific 

queries and a CV checking service

• Skills training sessions focusing on CV writing and 

interview skills

• Annual careers fairs open to all students

Employability

Find  
out more

www.rau.ac.uk/ 
careers
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Farm491 is the innovative agri-tech business incubator 

offered by the Royal Agricultural University. It provides state-

of-the-art facilities to support agri-tech businesses and 

promotes technology and innovation within the sector. 

Farm491 enables agri-tech innovators to grow their 

business in a vibrant working environment, with access to 

expert advisers.  

The Farm491 project was allocated £2.9million of 

funding from the Gloucestershire Growth Deal. In 2016, 

we temporarily launched our Trent Lodge Enterprise 

Centre, which provides an affordable and flexible working 

environment for new and existing businesses. 

We are currently building a new £4.2m Growth Hub 

on campus, part funded by the GFirst Local Enterprise 

Partnership (LEP), which will house Farm491 and is due for 

completion in May 2018.  

To support this expansion, Farm491 has launched a 

new three year-long European regional development 

funded programme called Inspiring Agritech Innovation 

(IAI) www.farm491.com/iai to provide a comprehensive 

range of business support activities to aspiring agri-tech 

entrepreneurs to develop, launch and grow their ventures 

into sustainable businesses.

Agri-tech companies also have access to spacious, secure, 

and practical workshop facilities, where they can research, 

create, and test their products. Launched in 2017, five 

cutting-edge workshops are located at our Rural Innovation 

Centre at Harnhill Manor Farm, just 10 minutes’ drive from 

the RAU campus. 

The Farm491 project has access to 491 hectares of nearby 

farmland across five farms which give you an unrivalled 

opportunity to learn in the field: 

• Harnhill Manor Farm, an integrated livestock and 

cropping system associated with an organic outdoor  

pig herd

• Coates Manor Farm, arable cropped

• Fossehill Farm, an equestrian centre with stabling and 

livery facilities

• Access to Kemble Farms Ltd, a 900-cow all-year-round 

large dairy complex

• Access to Leaze Farm, a 300-cow autumn block  

calving herd

• Farm491 membership is free to any full fee-paying RAU 

student wishing to start an agri-tech business.

Find  
out more

www.rau.ac.uk/
ruralskills 

The exclusive 
access to farming 

data and support 
from academics is a 
major attribute of the 
enterprise hub and 
one that attracted me 
immediately. Farm491 
is one of the UK’s most 
sophisticated and 
advanced facilities 
for pioneering agri-
tech research and 
innovation, helping 
many start-up 
businesses, like Stable 
to flourish and grow.” 

Richard Counsell, former winner 

of the Barclays Bank and  

The Sunday Telegraph’s 

Ecommerce Entrepreneur of 

the Year and founder of Stable, 

a groundbreaking online 

marketplace for farmers.

Rural Innovation Centre

We have a growing portfolio of exceptional facilities for 

innovative research. Our Rural Innovation Centre, based in a 

restored barn at Harnhill Manor Farm, is a knowledge hub for 

students wishing to undertake their rural skills training.

The centre provides an on-farm resource, including 

classrooms, offices, a demonstration area, laboratory facilities, 

community space and meeting rooms. It also offers Lantra 

approved City & Guilds rural skills training courses.

Find  
out more

www.facebook.
com/rictraining

Find  
out more

www.farm491 
.com 
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We place a strong emphasis on entrepreneurialism, creating 

opportunities for our students to develop their own business 

ideas and receive tailored support. 

From student societies to organised workshops and awards, 

budding entrepreneurs can benefit from the bountiful 

knowledge and experience of their lecturers, and the strong 

industry links the University has carefully cultivated over  

the years.  

The Enterprise and Entrepreneurship 
Programme

Our award-winning Enterprise and Entrepreneurship 

Programme (EEP) provides an inspiring and supportive 

environment in which our students can share, develop 

and launch their ideas. Guided by lawyers, marketing 

professionals and accountants, students from all courses 

and years have the chance to realise their aspirations in a 

Enterprise

Find  
out more 

www.rau.ac.uk/ 
enterprise

professional and rewarding environment.  

As well as acting as a springboard for the business 

leaders of tomorrow, our celebrated programme 

has attracted the support of business leaders and 

PR sponsors across the UK, enabling us to organise 

networking events, regular challenges, enterprise 

workshops, mentoring services, work placements and 

inspirational talks. 

The support we provide takes place at four levels: 

• Think it for those just starting out 

• Try it proof of concept, gaining market research 

and starting to formulate their business model

• Launch it take action and get ready to start 

trading 

• Grow it for those developing their new business

The Grand Idea Winner 2017 – Luke Craven (middle)

“I am a testament to the fact that it’s never too late 

to follow your dream! The Enterprise Programme was 

absolutely brilliant – it gave me the confidence to 

believe that I’d really got something.” Sharon Smith

Sharon enrolled on to the Enterprise Programme as a mature 

student after a 20-year career as a civil engineer and trainer. 

Runner-up in the 2016 Grand Idea Competition with her 

unique electronic equine behaviour definition tool, Sharon 

went on to set up Horse Logic while studying an MSc in 

Applied Equine Science at the RAU. In 2017, she launched 

her OPEN-ration.com pasture optimisation and nutrition 

website and has since gone on to launch a new company 

Define; developing wearable technology for horses that will 

provide behavioural data and an early warning system for 

owners. Sharon has received help and support from Farm491; 

the RAU’s agritech incubation centre to set up and develop 

her business. 

Read more about Farm491 on page 9. 
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48 businesses launched with 
support from the Enterprise 
Programme
 
82% success rate for businesses, 
compared with 44% nationally*
 
Since the launch of Enterprise 
support in 2007, we have:
• received 382 business ideas
• helped 163 ideas develop with 

help from the First Steps Fund 
and Grand Idea competition

 
91 business ideas for the  
Grand Idea competition  
since 2008
 
90 start-up enquiries received 
each year
 
Winner of the Enterprise and 
Employability category at the 
Green Gown Awards 2016
 
Crowned Business Innovation of 
the Year at the Cirencester  
Business Awards 2016
 
Runner-up in the Entrepreneurship 
category at The Guardian University 
Awards 2016
 
Finalist in the Duke of York Award 
for University Entrepreneurship 
at the Lloyds Bank National 
Business Awards 2016 and 2017
 
Between 2007 and 2017, the 
RAU Enterprise Programme has 
provided £95,040.55 of funding 
via its competitions and related 
regional competitions 

The Enterprise Programme has 
been fantastic and has given 

me a superb idea of what to expect 
in business. It has also helped me 
to pursue my dream of bringing the 
rural landscape inside the homes of 
people who appreciate it.” 

Anna Howlett, artist and BSc (Hons) International 

Equine and Agricultural Business Management 

graduate (2017), runner-up in the 2017 Grand 

Idea competition

KEY FACTS

*Office for National Statistics

Student Entrepreneurs in Residence

Our Student Entrepreneurs in Residence are current 

students at the RAU who are all running successful 

businesses alongside their studies, or have run businesses 

in the past. They provide peer mentoring for those students 

just starting out on their own entrepreneurial journey. 

Workshops

Tailored to each level of the start-up journey, these 

informative workshops are designed to provide students 

with the practical information they need to start their 

business.  

Competitions

We run many business competitions which encourage our 

budding entrepreneurs. Our ‘Think it’ challenge allows 

students to submit a two-minute filmed business pitch. 

For those with more established business ideas, we hold 

our annual Dragons’ Den Style Grand Idea business plan 

competition. Students pitch to an expert judging panel in 

the hope of winning £1,000 to invest into their business, as 

well as around £3,000 worth of in kind business support 

prizes. Previous Grand Idea winner Ellie Sear commented  

“The Grand Idea is a fantastic opportunity, and it really is 

a case of nothing to lose, everything to gain. I’m excited 

to see where I can take my business in the future.”

Enterprise Society 

Our student Enterprise Society provides the social side 

to the Enterprise and Entrepreneurship Programme. The 

society meet regularly to discuss ideas, plan events, and 

organise trips to entrepreneurial businesses. Recent 

speakers include; William Chase (Founder Tyrells and Chase 

Distillery), Levi Roots (Founder Reggae, Reggae Sauce) and 

Julian Dunkerton (Founder Superdry).

Mentoring

Our mentoring programme has been going for many years 

and all of our external mentors receive training and advice 

from the enterprise and entrepreneurship team. Students 

find it extremely useful in helping them develop their 

business ideas.

First Steps Fund

Our First Steps Fund provides students, staff, and recent 

alumni with proof of concept funding of up to £250 to help 

them test their business idea. 

Next Steps Fund

The Next Steps Fund provides students with the opportunity 

to apply for up to £1,000 of funding to help them overcome 

a barrier faced by their business. 

Ask the expert

We invite professionals and industry experts to meet with 

our students on a one-to-one basis to discuss starting their 

own business.   

Business incubation

Our Trent Lodge Enterprise Centre offers desk and meeting 

space for students running their own business alongside 

their degree. The space provides a professional environment 

from which to run a business, and to interact with, and 

become a part of, our start-up community.
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Q. How could the RAU benefit your career prospects?  
A. Here’s a snapshot from a group of RAU graduates. 

FIND OUT HOW THE RAU CAN BOOST YOUR CAREER

NAME: Kirsty Roberts

COURSE: MScR Equine Science

CAREER: PhD student

I cannot recommend the RAU highly enough 
for those wishing to pursue a career within 

the research or equine industries.”
Following my undergraduate degree in 

equine science, I decided to pursue a 

Master of Science by Research at the 

Royal Agricultural University. The RAU 

encouraged me to explore research 

ideas within my chosen area of study; 

equine stereotypy and neurology.

During my research degree, 

the underlying neural dopamine 

pathways which may contribute to 

equine stereotypy performance were 

explored. Thanks to the support and 

encouragement received from my 

supervisors, this work has since 

been published and presented at the 

Behaviour Conference.

Following completion of my MScR, 

I opted to progress this research as 

part of a PhD project. The University’s 

links with other leading institutions, 

such as the University of Cambridge, 

proved invaluable. I have an excellent 

relationship with my supervisors. They 

are extremely supportive and provide 

guidance whilst also encouraging me 

to put forward my ideas.

I cannot recommend the RAU highly 

enough for those wishing to pursue a 

career within the research or equine 

industries.

NAME: Charles Malet

COURSE: MBA Business 

Management in the Food 

Industries

CAREER: Founder of Force 

Brewery

As the MBA developed, so too did my inspiration and 
I was able to refine my decision to start a brewery.”

I first felt I would benefit from an MBA 

when I decided to leave the British 

Army and start my own business. I 

was delighted to find that the Royal 

Agricultural University ran the MBA 

Business Management in the Food 

Industries course, which specialised 

in food and agriculture. Having grown 

up in Gloucestershire, being based in 

Cirencester was also attractive. 

The course, the University, the 

lecturers, and my fellow postgraduate 

students, all contributed to the 

variety of the learning experience. 

The relationships between each 

course discipline were dealt with in 

a clear fashion, and regular visits 

and real-time projects helped with 

my overall understanding of the 

complex machinations of the business 

environment, especially in a rural 

setting.

As the MBA developed, so too did my 

inspiration and I was able to refine 

my decision to start a brewery with 

much of what I had learned on the 

course. My particular course looked 

at plenty of examples of successful 

artisanal producers and it gave me the 

confidence to put my plans into action. 

Although I am moving into an industry 

with an ancient history, I feel sure that 

I look at it through fresh eyes as a 

result of the perspective given to me 

by my time at the Royal Agricultural 

University. I must have enjoyed the 

course, the brewery is in Cirencester!
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NAME: Percy Mabvuto Ngwira

COURSE: MSc International 

Rural Development  

(now MSc Sustainable 

Agriculture and Food Security)

CAREER: First Secretary for 

tourism in Zambia

NAME: Fred Lucas

COURSE: MBA Advanced Farm 

Management

CAREER: Rural Surveyor

As the world becomes more interconnected, 
a solid understanding of international 
development is vital.”

The MSc combines theory with instantly 
applicable knowledge of business.”

As a citizen of a developing country, 

my goal has always been to make 

a developmental difference in my 

country, and Africa at large. My 

studies at the RAU made me realise 

that, as the world becomes more 

interconnected, a solid understanding 

of international development is vital. 

The course increased my interest in 

development as it relates to tourism, 

and helped me understand the way 

rural communities view perceived 

positives and potential threats of 

international visitors. It allowed me 

to explore sustainability from a range 

of perspectives, and showed me 

that rural communities with tourist 

attractions need to be part of the 

development process. 

I found the course very interesting, 

especially the three months research 

training at the University of Botswana 

which proved to be an important tool 

for my career progression. The course 

met my needs as someone who 

already works in rural development 

wishing to further their career 

prospects, but I feel it would also 

benefit someone seeking a career 

change.  

I have no doubt that other graduates 

will secure positions within 

international organisations and other 

reputable firms just like I did.

I chose the Advanced Farm 

Management MBA at Cirencester 

because I wanted the highest 

academic qualification I could get. 

Until studying the course, all my work 

experience was practical, having 

grown up on a deer farm in Sussex, 

worked in New Zealand and with a 

large agricultural contractor in the 

South East. I wanted to understand 

the wider market forces that govern 

the agricultural markets, and gain a 

theoretical understanding in business 

strategy, leadership, agricultural 

finances and farming practice in order 

to navigate my own business through 

the complex and ever-changing 

rural context both internationally and 

domestically. The MBA course provided 

this in abundance, combining theory 

with instantly applicable knowledge of 

business generally. Whilst writing my 

dissertation, I conducted a feasibility 

study for an overseas investor looking 

to establish a consultancy business 

and an export business in the UK; 

certainly not something I could have 

considered before my studies. I was 

then employed by Savills in their Rural 

Estate Management team. A huge 

part of my role is liaising between 

landowners and tenant farmers, 

trying to create and uphold a mutually 

beneficial relationship between them. 

The understanding of business forces 

and farm management the course 

provided me with is a hugely useful 

tool for what I do. I often recall the 

fond memories I have of the Royal 

Agricultural University, the friends I 

made and the staff, who are always 

happy to help. You’ll love it.
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Resources
As well as a dedicated postgraduate 
centre, well-stocked library, and IT 
facilities, students have access to a 
range of farming systems through 
the RAU farms and Rural Innovation 
Centre; providing a real-world, real-time 
experience of the land-based sector.
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Postgraduate centre
The postgraduate centre provides a dedicated space for 

Masters students and those conducting PhD research. 

The centre includes a project room, social space, a lecture 

room, and office space for research students.

IT facilities  
Here at the RAU, we know IT is an integral part of our 

students’ lives, both for learning and research, and also for 

relaxing and communicating with family and friends. 

All of our students are able to bring their own laptops, 

tablets and smartphones and use our network for academic 

purposes and for personal internet access. Free copies of 

Microsoft Office 365 are available for downloading onto 

these devices.

We have four computer rooms, one open 24 hours a day, 

while Wi-Fi access is available across the whole campus 

(including all accommodation blocks), so our students 

have access to a high speed internet connection from any 

computer, anywhere on campus. 

With over 140 Windows PCs available, all with Microsoft 

Office 365, Genstat, SPSS, Read and Write 9, and 

Mindgenius (to name but a few applications), there are 

plenty to go around. We also provide a wide range of 

specialised software, including geographical information 

systems and agricultural management packages. 

All lecture presentations and other teaching resources are 

available on Gateway, our virtual learning environment, 

which students can access from anywhere in the world, at 

any time of the day or night.

Our students have their own printing accounts, with black 

and white and colour printers available in the library and 

the computer rooms, to which they can also print from their 

own devices.

Library 
The RAU library is the central information resource for 

students on all courses. You’ll find a wealth of information, 

either in print or online, plus a dedicated team of library 

staff ready to help you with your research needs. 

Our services

• One-stop search (Find it @ RAU)

• Self-issue / renew / return

• Cashless payments

• Inter-library loans

• Online library help

• Inductions, workshops, and one-to-one advice

• Access to other HE Libraries

Our collections

• 24/7/365 access to over 100,000 e-books and 

e-journals

• 100s of print journals and newspapers

• Market research databases

• University archive and special collections

Our facilities

• Quiet study spaces

• Collaborative learning area

• Full Wi-Fi coverage

15



Our  
farms 
Incorporating a range of different farming 
systems, our farms demonstrate a mix of 
enterprises run on a commercial basis.
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University farms

The University farms are based at two locations in close 

proximity to the campus. Coates Manor Farm and Harnhill 

Manor Farm total 491 hectares in size and offer different 

farming systems. There is also an equine enterprise 

providing a stabling and livery facility at Fossehill Farm, and 

a 2.6 hectare vineyard producing our Cotswold Hills white 

wine to be bottled and marketed commercially. Students 

have the opportunity to get involved in the running of the 

vineyard, including the branding, marketing and the sales 

to gain valuable hands-on experience within the food and 

drink industry.

All of the enterprises are run on a commercial basis, and 

our students benefit through access to their physical and 

financial data. In addition, students and staff have access to 

dairy facilities at Kemble Farms Ltd and Leaze Farm.

The mix of enterprises across our farms consist of cattle, 

sheep, outdoor organic pigs, horses, and conventional 

and organic arable. These farms provide a field laboratory 

for students and staff, and are used for farm classes, 

demonstrations and projects.

The farms are also a focus for research. Several projects 

are currently being undertaken under the topic of reduced 

cultivation and improvements in soil organic matter and 

fertility by growing a number of alternative crop species. 

Field and plot trials are undertaken on the farms by 

commercial companies on an on-going basis.

The University farms are managed under the Higher Level 

Stewardship Scheme and are committed to enhancing 

the environmental value of their holdings. Research and 

demonstration projects, often involving outside funding and 

other external organisations, are a continual part of the 

University farms’ business and educational programme.

Find out 
more

www.rau.ac.uk/
farms

491 hectares of 
mixed farming 

systems
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Sustainability
From our teaching and research initiatives to our 
environmentally driven campus, sustainability is 
in our DNA. We work hard to reduce our impact 
on the planet and to find new ways to secure our 
world and the future of its growing population. 
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Keeping the country green

Winner of the 
Sustainability 
category at 

The Guardian 
University 

Awards 2016

Find  
out more  

www.rau.ac.uk/
sustainability

Green Gown  
Awards  

winner 2016

Brite Green 
Award 2017

At the RAU we don’t just teach about, and research, the 

principles of sustainability, we follow them too. 

The Royal Agricultural University has an award-winning 

sustainability programme, which gives all students the 

opportunity to learn about sustainable development and be 

part of a low-impact campus.

In October 2017, the RAU received a Brite Green Top 10 

University Carbon Reduction Award for its efforts in reducing 

carbon emissions.

In 2016, the RAU was ranked the top university in the 

country for reducing carbon emissions in relation to 

income since 2008, for the second year running, and 

16th of 150 universities in the UK for environmental and 

ethical performance. It was also announced winner of 

the Sustainability category at The Guardian University 

Awards 2016, and awarded two Green Gown Awards for 

Sustainability and Enterprise and Employability.

The University has developed an ISO14001 accredited 

Environmental Management System and has incorporated 

cutting-edge technology to dramatically reduce our carbon 

footprint. 

Initiatives include the installation of a biomass heating 

system which is used in most teaching rooms and newer 

accommodation blocks, the use of rain harvesting and LED 

lighting, an air source heat pump which extracts heat from 

outside, and the reuse and recycling of building materials 

during development. The Rural Innovation Centre and 

three accommodation blocks are fitted with solar panels, 

generating clean energy from the Cotswold sunshine.

Our farms are, in part, managed organically, and we are 

working to reverse the decline in farmland birds.  

We have a long history of embedding sustainability into our 

teaching; from learning about integrating environmental 

and commercial management on our farms, through to 

corporate social responsibility in business, the sustainable 

re-use of buildings, and how to run events sustainably.

As well as learning about how to put sustainability 

into practice on your course, there are plenty of other 

opportunities to get involved with during your time here.

You could join the environmental society, sit on the 

sustainability committee, use the campus as a Living Lab 

in Research Projects, and receive professional training and 

work experience through the NUS Green Impact Scheme. 

Another great reason to choose the RAU.

1st 
for carbon 
reduction

TOP Ten English 
university 
for Carbon 
Reduction
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Students are at the heart of 
everything we do and ensuring that 
they have a positive experience 
is our number one priority. 

Our students benefit from a small, friendly community with 

plenty of support from our dedicated student support team, 

academic staff and one another to ensure your time here is 

both rewarding and fulfilling.

One of the advantages of being a small university is that 

there is ample resource to go around, with committed staff 

who make themselves available on a one-to-one basis. 

The 2017 National Student Survey (NSS) credited us with 

an 87% satisfaction rating, with 89% of students feeling 

part of our ‘Learning Community’. 

From an open-door policy to a tailor-made mentoring 

service, our priority is our students’ success. It’s a caring 

ethos that our student community share, in the form of their 

own peer to peer support group.

Wellbeing

We want all our students to feel that they have the support 

they need to thrive during their time with us, which is why 

we offer a wellbeing drop in service to all students, Monday 

– Friday in the Student Support Services Hub. These short 

solution focused sessions offer support, information, and 

advice for a wide range of issues from finance to stress 

management and mental health. 

Student Support Services Manager

Our Student Support Services Manager is always on hand 

to listen to any issues and make sure you’ve access to 

the support services you need. Although not an expert on 

everything, they will always know someone who can help.

Counselling service

Counselling is a confidential place for you to explore and 

understand your personal or study-related concerns with 

professional support. This may take the form of a one-off 

session, ongoing work with a counsellor, or signposting to 

other agencies as appropriate. The Student Counselling, 

Health and Wellbeing Officer is based in the Student 

Support Services Hub.

Medical provision

The Student Health Centre is conveniently situated in the 

centre of the campus and operates a drop-in service. If 

you’re relocating to Cirencester for your studies register 

when you arrive to be able to use this great service. 

Chaplaincy

The University is home to students and staff from a diverse 

range of faith groups, and provides a welcoming and 

supportive atmosphere for all. In addition to the Chapel, we 

also have a faith and reflection room for the use of all faiths 

and the chaplaincy assistants offer a multi-faith contact 

point.

We are firm believers in creating equal opportunities for 

all, and offer many scholarships to attract and reward the 

brightest local students, as well as bursaries for those who 

need additional support.

Support

Find  
out more

www.rau.ac.uk/ 
support

I found the 
support and 

encouragement of 
the staff second to 
none, helping me to 
meet all challenges 
and to realise my own 
potential.” 
Lloyd Cockram 
BSc (Hons) Countryside 
Management graduate (2014) 
and RAU PhD student
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Our goal is to support all of our students and ensure they 

have a rewarding experience from start to finish. 

The University welcomes applications from students with 

dyslexia or any other disability, and promises to judge your 

application solely on academic grounds. We have designed 

our teaching courses with a range of impairments in mind, 

so that they are accessible to as wide a range of potential 

students as possible.

Resources

We have an excellent track record of supporting the needs 

of students with dyslexia or other forms of specific learning 

difference. We have mind-mapping software and literacy 

support software networked across all University computers. 

Students will automatically have access to all teaching 

materials (including lecture presentations) in advance. 

We provide 25% extra time in examinations for dyslexic 

students and will arrange the use of computers  

and e-readers, where justified, on an individual basis.  

We also have a dyslexia tutor available to help develop 

learning skills.

We have text-to-speech and screen magnifying software 

available in the library, together with a document magnifier.  

All of our material is produced to accessibility standards 

and published electronically on Gateway, our virtual learning 

environment.

Accessibility

Most of the important parts of the campus are wheelchair 

accessible, and we will arrange to schedule all classes 

involving students with mobility impairments to accessible 

lecture rooms. There are several wheelchair accessible 

bedrooms. 

We ask that you discuss your dyslexia or other disability 

with our experienced Disability Officer, Dr John Conway 

when first applying to the University. 

This is so that we can ensure we have provision for 

your particular situation in place on arrival. Our courses 

are vocational and some modules do require some 

physical activity or visual skills in order to complete them 

successfully. 

Disabled Students’ Allowance 

UK students are advised to apply for a Disabled Students’ 

Allowance at the earliest opportunity. This is free, non-

means-tested funding to support the extra costs caused by 

dyslexia or disability.  

Postgraduate students are entitled to a repeat DSA, but 

you’ll need to re-apply.

To ensure you get the recognition and support you require 

from the start of your first semester, it is vital that you send 

through your assessment evidence and apply to the DSA at 

your earliest convenience.

Visit www.gov.uk/disabled-students-allowances-dsas 

to find out more.

Dyslexia / disability support staff

Dr John Conway has been working with dyslexic and 

disabled students for more than 18 years. He is a Director 

of the National Association for Disability Practitioners, a 

member of the National Executive of the Association of 

Dyslexia Specialists in Higher Education, recently appointed 

to a Government Advisory Committee on disabled students, 

and a former Chairman of the STEM Disability Committee, 

managed by the Royal Society. 

In addition, Cathy Conway is a fully-qualified dyslexia 

specialist with many years’ experience in supporting 

students with a variety of dyslexic and specific learning 

differences. 

If you’ve any queries about studying at the University, please 

email john.conway@rau.ac.uk.

Advice for 
dyslexic or 
disabled 
applicants
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Students’ Union

Follow 
the Royal 

Agricultural 
University  

Students’ Union  
on Facebook

Students’ Union

The RAU Students’ Union (RAUSU) is an organisation run 

by the students, for the students. They take great pride in 

providing top quality events, clubs, and societies for the 

benefit of those studying at the Royal Agricultural University. 

From our famous May Ball right through to our croquet 

society, there is a whole host of activities to get involved 

with. 

Weekly social nights are held in the Tithe Barn, home of the 

student bar, which is a great place for students to relax in 

and meet their friends. 

In February, the RAUSU and fellow students come together 

to raise money for charity during the annual RAG (Raise 

and Give) Week. A series of unique events and activities are 

held through the week, to raise money for three charities 

selected by the RAG team.

Alongside organising these events, and perhaps more 

importantly, the RAUSU represent the student body.  

They sit on numerous committees and allow the students 

to have a voice across campus, whether that be in an 

academic or operational setting.

Sports clubs

Archery

African Caribbean  

Beagles

Croquet 

Equestrian 

Fencing 

Fishing

Football

Horse riding 

Lacrosse 

Ladies’ hockey

Men’s hockey 

Netball 

Polo

Rowing 

Rugby 

Running club 

Shooting 

Snow sports 

Team chasing 

Young Farmers Club

Societies 

Brewers’ club 

Caledonian society 

Chaplaincy 

Choir 

Christian Union 

Engineering 

Enterprise society 

Environmental society 

Food and wine 

Racing club 

Real estate society 

Ski trip
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Living
We pride ourselves on being 
an inclusive community, where 
there is a place for everyone.

Set in 25 acres of picturesque countryside, with a population 

of 1,200 students, there is a strong community feel at the 

RAU. The RAU is large enough that many facilities are  

on-site, yet small enough to create a friendly atmosphere 

that inspires students to consider us a home from home.

Located in Cirencester, the campus is an integral part of 

the town, which offers a thriving cultural hub full of social 

opportunities. With its pretty cobbled streets and medieval 

wool merchants’ houses, buzzing social scene and great 

nightlife, it’s easy to see why so many students never want 

to leave Cirencester – even after graduating.

There is a range of on and off campus accommodation 

available to suit all tastes and budgets.
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Accommodation

There are three accommodation areas within the University 

campus that are designated quiet areas.

Woodlands Lodge

Woodlands Lodge 1 is a catered block with a mixture of 

postgraduate students and students who request a quiet 

block. All the rooms are large en-suite, there is a lounge on 

the ground floor, and a small kitchenette.

Vic Hughes

Vic Hughes 1 is a self-catered block with a mixture of 

postgraduate students and students who request a quiet 

area. All the rooms are single en-suite, there are lounge 

areas on each floor and fully-equipped kitchens are shared 

by five or six students. 

Garden House 

Garden House offers quiet, catered accommodation for 

overseas and postgraduate students. All of the rooms are 

standard single, with shared bathroom facilities, a student 

lounge and a kitchen.

Off campus accommodation

If you would prefer to live off campus, please visit the RAU 

student lettings website www.urbanfox.info  

For further information contact our dedicated 

accommodation team on 01285 889823. 

Accommodation includes:

• Meals seven days a week throughout the tenancy (except 

Vic Hughes) – the RAU is happy to cater for specific 

medical and religious requirements

• Bed linen

• Regular servicing of rooms

• Electricity and heating

• Night security

• Wi-Fi and internet points 

• TV aerial point

• Bed, desk, wardrobe, bookshelf and bedside table

• Car parking

• Free shuttle bus which runs regularly to and from the 

town centre and Harnhill Manor Farm

The University surgery, launderette, The Retreat Café and 

shop are all located on campus. 

Application

All applications will be made through the My RAU applicants 

portal. You’ll receive instructions on how to access the portal 

once you’ve been offered a place to study at the RAU. 

Rooms are allocated on a first-come, first-served basis.

Please note: the application will not be processed until a 

place on a course has been offered, and the deposit paid.

Take a look 
at where you 

could stay
visit www.
rau.ac.uk/

accommodation

Want to live 
off-campus?

visit www.
urbanfox.info

After visiting 
an RAU open 

day, I fell in love with 
its charm and the 
wonderful people. It 
very quickly became 
my home where I can 
say I have made friends 
for life.” 

Jennifer Winnett 
International Equine and 
Agricultural Business 
Management

It’s a home away 
from home for me. 

I have a beautiful view 
and it also gives me the 
opportunity to interact 
with other students.” 

Bookie Ezeomah 
Sustainable Agriculture and 
Food Security 
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Why Cirencester?
With its pretty Cotswold stone cobbled streets and medieval 

wool merchants’ houses, buzzing social scene and great 

nightlife it’s easy to see why so many students never want 

to leave Cirencester – even after graduating!

Cirencester, known as the ‘Capital of the Cotswolds’ is a 

thriving student town with a great sense of history with a 

museum, art galleries, speciality shops, boutiques, delis and 

antiques and collectables markets.  

Just a 15-minute stroll from the University, the market town 

has an eclectic, artisan feel popular with all ages. However, 

the more serious shoppers head to Bath and Cheltenham or 

the fashionable designer outlet villages in nearby Swindon 

and Bicester to grab a bargain.

A great night out

Cirencester is a great night out, whatever your taste. Clubs, 

pubs, bars, restaurants – there really is something for 

everyone. Firm student favourites are dedicated student 

club nights at ‘Seventeen Black’ and ‘ReVa’ as well as the 

infamous signature cocktails at ‘Somewhere Else’.

There’s also some great country pubs nearby. Popular 

student haunts include ‘The Tunnel’ and ‘The Wild Duck’ 

which offer student happy hours and delicious pub classics 

and local ales – including the University’s own ‘Muddy 

Wellies’ Beer.

The great outdoors

Cirencester has plenty of green space to enjoy. Cirencester 

Park in the centre of the town is an ideal place to take your 

books and revise in the sun. 

In the warmer months, many students enjoy swimming in 

natural spring water at the park Lido, the oldest open-air 

swimming pool in the UK dating back to 1869.

For sportier individuals, the Cotswold Water Park offers 

kayaking, canoeing, sailing, rowing, wakeboarding, and 

windsurfing across its magnificent 150 lakes. All of these 

high speed, wet water, white knuckle rides are just 15 

minutes drive away from the University campus.

Find  
out more

www.rau.ac.uk/
university-life/ 

why-cirencester
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RAU

London
1hr 30mins

Bristol
1hr

Edinburgh
6hrs 45mins

Plymouth
3hrs

Manchester
2hrs 45mins

Birmingham
1hr 20mins

Cardiff
1hr 30mins

How to 
get here
The University is 
clearly signposted  
from the Cirencester 
bypass. 

There are frequent 
train and coach  
services to 
Cirencester.

The nearest train 
station is Kemble.

Royal Agricultural 
University, 
Stroud Road,
Cirencester, 
Gloucestershire, 
GL7 6JS

Bath, Bristol, Cheltenham, and Oxford are all 
within an hour of the University and promise 
an exciting day out. London

is only  
90 minutes 

away

Great days out

Hugely popular days out enjoyed by 

students throughout the year include 

Badminton Horse Trials, Cheltenham 

Festival, Race Days and Point to Points 

and sporting days out at Gloucester or 

Bath Rugby. 

A great location

With Bath, Bristol, Oxford, and 

Cheltenham all within an hour’s drive 

of the University; and hourly direct 

trains to London Paddington (just 

80 minutes away) Cirencester is 

geographically well placed.

Why not join us and make the ‘Capital 

of the Cotswolds’ your home?

Find  
out more

www.rau.ac.uk/
location
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Ours is a diverse community 
of people where staff and 
students become part 
of a network for life.

A diverse community of 1,200 students who come from 

almost 50 countries, the RAU has a proud history of 

attracting people from all walks of life, all ages and all 

academic and professional backgrounds. Our goal is to 

nurture people’s enthusiasm for the environment, to help 

them make a difference by developing their skills and their 

perspective. 

The Royal Agricultural University has links around the 

world. Students from many different countries study at 

Cirencester, travelling from as far afield as Australia, 

Canada, China, Ghana, India, Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, New 

Zealand, South Africa, the USA, Zambia and Zimbabwe, 

amongst others. Overseas universities, government bodies, 

and organisations have forged strong connections with the 

RAU since its early days, and former students have been 

the founders of now famous institutions, particularly in the 

Commonwealth. 

We understand that students who have not previously lived 

or studied in the UK may require some additional support. 

We will provide you with advice and guidance from initial 

enquiry, right through to application and enrolment. Once 

you arrive at the RAU, you can enjoy a thriving student 

community, and benefit from a strong support network of 

overseas students. A two-week orientation programme 

is available for all international students, helping you 

to prepare for your time with us, introducing you to 

the practicalities of living in the UK through to visits to 

Cirencester and destinations in the South West of England.

Our goal is to support all our students and ensure they have 

a rewarding experience from start to finish. 

Accommodation

All international students have the opportunity (subject to 

availability) to live on-campus. Please make sure that you 

apply for your accommodation as soon as you receive your 

offer letter. 

Find out more about Cirencester on Page 26.

International

Follow  
the Royal 

Agricultural 
University 

International 
Community on 

Facebook

I wanted to 
enrich my skills 

in the agricultural 
sphere to be more 
capable of making a 
valuable contribution 
to its development 
within the process 
of Kazakhstan’s 
integration into the 
world community. I’m 
very much enjoying 
studying here. I find 
all of my tutors to be 
very professional, 
supportive, helpful, 
but most of all, very 
motivating.”

Dinara Medetbekova, 
Kazakhstan 
Sustainable Agriculture and 
Food Security
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English language requirements

All students are required to hold a recognised English 

language qualification of at least GCSE grade C or an 

equivalent standard before they apply for a Student Visa. For 

students whose first language is not English, the University 

will accept International English Language Test (IELTS) with 

a minimum score of 6.5 average with no element below 5.5 

taken within the past two years, and in some cases other 

equivalent recognised English language qualifications which 

meet B2 level. 

Visas and immigration 

The University helps all international students with their 

visa applications. This support is provided free-of-charge 

and the RAU has a high success rate in obtaining student 

visas for its students. Although it is your responsibility to 

check the requirements for entering the UK as a Tier 4 

student and to secure the documentation required for your 

visa application, the RAU will provide visa and immigration 

support and practical advice throughout the application 

process.

Please note: due to Home Office rules and regulations, 

part-time study is not available to international students on 

a Tier 4 visa.

International Orientation

This two-week familiarisation course is designed for non-

UK students who have been offered a place at the Royal 

Agricultural University. International Orientation provides 

an opportunity to explore the local area and places of 

interest, such as Oxford, Bath, or London, helps with the 

practicalities of establishing a presence in the UK, and 

incorporates daily English for Academic Purposes sessions.

To find out more and to register your interest, please 

email admissions@rau.ac.uk  

Bursaries, scholarships and awards

Details of bursaries, scholarships, and awards can be found 

on page 54.

Student support 

All postgraduate students from the UK and overseas benefit 

from a well-established support network. 

Our highly trained team of specialist welfare, liaison, 

international support, and disability officers work alongside 

personal tutors, chaplains, and medical staff at the 

University surgery to make sure students broaden their 

knowledge in a supported environment. 

Full details on student support, and information for 

disabled and dyslexic applicants, can be found on 

pages 20 and 21.  

For admissions details and how to apply turn to  

page 55.

Contact 
international 
@rau.ac.uk
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Watch our  
films

The courses
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 Where do I find 
answers to global 
challenges?

Q.

A.
Royal 

Agricultural 
University

Cirencester

Real world
Know how

Agriculture
MSc Agricultural Technology and Innovation
MSc Sustainable Agriculture and Food Security
Graduate Diploma in Agriculture
 

Business and Enterprise
MBA Advanced Farm Management
MSc Business Management
MBA International Food and Agribusiness

Food Supply and 
Management
MSc Food Safety and Quality Management
 

Real Estate
MSc Real Estate
 
Rural Land Management
MSc Rural Estate Management

Research
MScR and PhD degrees
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Find 
out more 
www.rau.

ac.uk/pg-ati 

MSc Agricultural Technology  
and Innovation
Full-time or part-time

Course manager  
Dr Hugh Martin 
Email  
hugh.martin@rau.ac.uk

Entry requirements 

The standard minimum entry 

requirements apply. 

Please see page 55 for full 

details.

Mechanisation and data capture are becoming increasingly 

important in the production and management of animals, 

crops and the natural environment. For anyone wishing 

to start a career in this emerging industry, or for the 

entrepreneurial among you, this course will help you 

discover all that you need to know to succeed.

Learn and develop the skills to take leading positions in 

companies designing innovative technological devices and 

equipment by employing new and emerging innovations 

to develop mechatronic systems that provide work based 

solutions, industry challenges and opportunities.

As well as learning about data processing, advances in 

horticultural technology and the regulatory framework of GM 

crops, you’ll address real-world problems using the kind of 

sophisticated approaches that have earnt our graduates the 

praise of being confident, competent and highly motivated.

Students also have access to the University’s Farm491 

facility, an innovative agri-tech business incubator providing 

facilities and support to agri-tech businesses and promoting 

technology and innovation within the sector. 

Career prospects 
Graduates are highly likely to go onto pursue a  

career within:

• The high-tech agricultural and 
environmental sectors

• Industries allied to crop and 
animal production

• Technical consultancy
• Government and international agencies
• The development of new companies 

through entrepreneurial initiatives

Potential job opportunities include:

• Agricultural and horticultural 
engineering

• Information technology
• Resource appraisal
• Agronomy
• Farm management

Course structure

The course may be studied full-time over 12 months, or 

part-time over two years. 

Students will study six taught modules, followed by a 

Research Project, which is carried out over the summer to 

be submitted the following September. This may include a 

viva voce examination.

In the Research Project, students will have the opportunity 

to further engage with real-world problems, to find solutions 

to current issues, and experience the working world of new 

technologies in animal and crop production and the natural 

environment. 

Modules are assessed primarily by coursework. Some 

modules have an examination as part of the assessment.

Meet the  
course  
manager 

Find out more  
about Dr Hugh Martin’s  
experience and expertise.

www.rau.ac.uk/HughMartin  
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Modules
– Crop Production Technology

– Livestock Production Technology

– Production Resource Management

– Environmental Technologies

– Computing and Information Technology in Precision 

Agriculture

– Business Development in the Agritech Sector

– Research Project

Course modules are subject to change.   

The most up-to-date course details can be found at 

www.rau.ac.uk.

Industry endorsement
UK agriculture has recently seen an explosion of interest in the 

use of precision farming tools to target the right inputs at the 

right time, for improving crop output and farm profits. This degree 

will equip you with knowledge of the varied technological and 

precision farming tools that are being used by different agricultural 

companies, how they work, and what their practical applications 

are. At challenging times for UK agriculture, innovation must be 

the key to long-term farm sustainability. An understanding of the 

essential role that technology can play in targeting inputs and 

planning for the whole farm system will be a necessary part of farm 

management in the future.

Dr Syed Shah , R&D Manager, Agrii

Agriculture

I obtained my BSc (Hons) degree at the RAU 

in 2016 as a transfer student from Beijing 

University of Agriculture. During my study, I 

explored several research areas, which included 

plant pest entomology, pesticide science and 

biochemistry. Before graduation I started to pursue 

some suitable MSc courses which would spread 

my mind and inspire me, and I found the MSc 

Agricultural Technology and Innovation at the RAU 

satisfied my requirement. During the programme, 

I learnt transferable skills and methodology 

which helped me to secure a PhD position at the 

University of Warwick in the structure biology 

lab, focussed on auxin transfer factor and new 

generation synthetic auxin herbicide development. 

The Course Manager and academic staff gave me 

an exceptional amount of support. Without any 

doubt, this MSc gave me so much more than I 

ever expected.

“The Course Manager and academic staff 
gave me an exceptional amount of support. 
Without any doubt, this MSc gave me 
so much more than I ever expected.”

Name: Xinghao Zhou 

Course: MSc Agricultural Technology and Innovation 

Career: PhD at University of Warwick
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Find 
out more 
www.rau.

ac.uk/pg-safs

MSc Sustainable Agriculture  
and Food Security
Full-time or part-time

September or February 
start available

Course manager 
Dr John Conway 
Email  
john.conway@rau.ac.uk

Entry requirements 

Standard minimum entry 

requirements apply. 

Please see page 55 for full 

details.

Increasingly large swathes of the globe are beset by 

resource constraints and environmental uncertainty, 

which requires a radical shift in our production and 

consumption habits. This course will equip you with the 

specialist knowledge and skills that are urgently needed by 

governments, NGOs and commercial companies as they 

respond to some of today’s biggest challenges.

If you’re driven by a desire to shape public and political 

attitudes, this is the ideal environment in which to develop a 

strategic and operational mind-set in a way that will expand 

your own opinions and those of global decision-makers.

You’ll delve into critical issues such as the human 

exploitation of the Earth’s resources, poverty alleviation 

and food security, the ethical and cultural implications of 

policy development, the ecological basis for sustainable 

agricultural development, and critical capacity building 

approaches.

Our renowned lecturers and researchers will guide you 

through theoretical study and practical exercises that will 

prepare you for a successful career. 

Career prospects
Our graduates have gone onto enter production, policy, 

research and consultancy careers in the agricultural and 

food quality sector within:

• International organisations 
– UN, FAO etc.

• Government departments 
in various countries

• NGOs internationally – Environment 
Agency, NFU, CLA etc.

• Research institutes
• Universities
• Commercial companies worldwide

Course structure

The course may be studied full-time over 12 months or 

part-time over two years. 

Students will gain a broader and deeper understanding of 

the relevant issues through lectures, case studies, seminars 

and research projects. This approach fosters teamwork and 

complements individual study and student learning.

The course is available to start in either 
September or February 

Modules will be taught in 15-week semesters.

September entry
Students will study four core modules in the September 

semester, followed by the final core module and three 

elective modules in the February semester. The Research 

Project is carried out over the summer to be submitted in 

September. 

February entry
Students will study a core module and three elective 

modules in the February semester, followed by the 

Research Project which is carried out over the summer 

to be submitted in September. Students will complete the 

course by studying four core modules in the September 

semester.

The Research Project, which focuses on a topic related 

to one of the key themes of the course, is presented as a 

review of the topic and a research paper.

Meet the  
course  
manager 

Find out more  
about Dr John Conway’s  
experience and expertise.

www.rau.ac.uk/JohnConway
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Modules
– Agriculture

– Agricultural and Rural Policy

– Poverty and Food Security

– Sustainable Management of Soil and Water

– International Rural Development

– Research Project

Plus THREE elective modules, selected from:

– Sustainable Agricultural Intensification

– Small Scale Farming and Local Food Supply

– Integrated Organic Systems 

– Climate Change and Development

– Natural Resource Management

Course modules are subject to change.   

The most up-to-date course details can be found at  

www.rau.ac.uk.

Following an undergraduate degree in 

modern languages, I spent eight years in the 

tea industry, starting out as a Trainee Tea 

Taster, moving on to become a Tea Buyer 

in the strategic buying team of one of the 

world’s largest tea companies. During this 

time, I visited dozens of tea estates across 

Africa and Asia, developing an interest in 

sustainable sourcing. I was looking for a 

Masters course to add an additional layer 

of academic expertise to my professional 

experience.

I was drawn to the MSc at the Royal 

Agricultural University as it combined 

the aspects of international development 

with practical agricultural knowledge. The 

course itself is led by passionate teachers 

with a wide range of specialist knowledge. 

The other members of the course came 

from broad, international backgrounds – it 

seemed everybody had their own personal 

story for pursuing the programme. 

I based my Research Project on Farmer 

Field Schools for smallholder tea farmers 

in Malawi, taking knowledge gained on the 

course regarding agricultural extension and 

smallholder farming models and combining 

it with my professional experience in the tea 

industry. Since graduating, I have moved 

on to work for Typhoo as a Tea Buyer 

and Blender, where I have been working 

on implementing a range of sustainable 

sourcing projects.

“The course is led by passionate teachers 
with a wide range of specialist knowledge.”

Name: Paul Jefferies 

Course: MSc Sustainable Agriculture and Food Security 

Career: Tea Buyer and Blender, Typhoo
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Find 
out more 
www.rau.

ac.uk/pg-gda

Graduate Diploma in Agriculture

Full-time or part-time

Course manager  
Nigel Warner 
Email  
nigel.warner@rau.ac.uk   

Entry requirements  

The standard minimum entry 

requirements apply. 

Please see page 55 for full 
details.

This is a unique opportunity to create your own bespoke 

course in a way that will help you realise your ambitions, 

whether you’re a student or a professional looking to re-

direct your career towards agricultural and associated rural 

industries.

Not only will you gain detailed understanding of the UK 

agricultural industry, you’ll be given practical rural skills 

training (worth £250) at our Rural Innovation Centre, based 

at our 491-hectare Harnhill Manor Farm.

A summer study tour gives you the additional opportunity of 

expanding your knowledge and contacts base by engaging 

directly with a variety of agricultural enterprises.

While many graduates find work as farm managers, farm 

assurance scheme officers and agricultural consultants,  

to name a few, others may wish to progress onto a  

Masters course.

Career prospects
The rural land industry opens multiple career prospects for 

successful graduates, including: 

• Farm Managers
• Agricultural Commodity Sales
• Agricultural Consultants
• Agricultural Research / Trials Officers
• Farm Assurance Scheme Officers
• Project Managers

Course structure

The course may be studied full-time over one academic 

year, or part-time over two, three, or four years. 

You’ll complete three compulsory modules, followed by 

four modules selected from a wide range of undergraduate 

modules allowing you to tailor the course. 

As well as lectures, farm walks, and visits, you’ll work on 

case studies, assignments, and management projects. 

Prospective students are strongly encouraged to complete 

pre-course reading in order to secure a minimum basic 

knowledge of agriculture and to highlight possible areas of 

weakness.

Modules
• Agricultural Management (double module)

• Farm Business Management

• Applied Agricultural Science

Plus FOUR elective modules. 

Course modules are subject to change.  

The most up-to-date course details can be found at  

www.rau.ac.uk.

Meet the  
course  
manager 

Find out more  
about Nigel Warner’s  
experience and expertise.

www.rau.ac.uk/NigelWarner
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The GDA course was a valuable and 

sometimes demanding introduction to 

agriculture for me. Coming from a career in 

banking and with no farming background, it 

was initially a steep learning curve.  

I studied a wide variety of topics including, 

arable, livestock, organic farming, scientific 

developments, countryside stewardship and 

farm business management. These gave me 

a strong platform of knowledge on which 

to build. Many of the modules included 

farm visits across a broad spectrum of 

enterprises, and made use of the University’s 

own farms in Cirencester.

The GDA cohort with whom I studied was a 

stimulating group, coming from a variety of 

professional backgrounds and with different 

levels of farming experience. The GDA may 

suit people looking to re-direct their careers 

towards agriculture or to those seeking to 

complement existing farming experience 

with an academic qualification. There is 

also the opportunity (separate from the GDA 

course itself) to develop practical farming 

skills at the University’s Rural Innovation 

Centre.

“The GDA course was a  
valuable introduction to 
agriculture. It gave me a 
strong platform of knowledge 
from which to build.”

Name: Daniel Robertson 

Course: Graduate Diploma in Agriculture 2017
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Alternative study 
pathway
You may opt to study for a Graduate 
Certificate in Agriculture. For this 
alternative qualification, you’ll study 
the core modules: Agricultural 
Management (double module), Farm 
Business Management, and Applied 
Agricultural Science, but select no 
further elective modules. The course 
is offered on a part-time basis, one 
day a week over one or two years. 

A summer study tour, and £250 of 
rural skills training, are included in the 
cost of the course.

Visit  
www.rau.ac.uk/

gca  



MBA Advanced  
Farm Management
Full-time applications for 
2018 entry

Course manager  
Rita Walsh 
Email  
rita.walsh@rau.ac.uk 

Entry requirements 

The standard minimum entry 

requirements apply, plus a 

minimum of two years’ work 

experience. 

Please see page 55 for full 

details. 

Accredited by the 
Chartered Management 
Institute 

Dual qualification CMI Level 7 

Diploma in Strategic Management 

and Leadership

Environmental, economic and societal pressures pose 

serious challenges for today’s agricultural industry, 

with a growing focus on sustainable agribusiness and 

technological change. Innovative and qualified leaders who 

can turn those challenges into opportunities for growth are 

therefore much in demand.

If you aspire to be a farm manager, management consultant 

or run your own farming business this course will equip you 

with the strategic and problem-solving skills to succeed.

Upon successful completion of the degree, you’ll be 

awarded CMI Level 7 Diploma in Strategic Management 

and Leadership and will therefore become a Member of the 

Chartered Management Institute (MCMI). You can then apply 

to the CMI for full Chartered Manager status if you wish.

Students also have access to the University’s Farm491 

facility, an innovative agri-tech business incubator providing 

state-of-the-art facilities to support agri-tech businesses 

and promote technology and innovation within the sector.

Career prospects 
Previous graduates have gone on to develop successful 

careers as:

• Farm Managers
• Farm Consultants
• Management positions within 

agribusiness companies and 
farmer owned co-operatives

Many of our graduates have returned home to their family 

farms and are driving the family farming business forward.

Course structure

The MBA may be studied full-time over 15 months or part-

time over two or three years.

Students will study eight modules; six business modules, 

two subject specific applied modules plus 30 credits of 

elective modules studied over two semesters. The Applied 

Research Challenge Project is carried out over the summer 

to be submitted in September. 

Students will take part in lectures, seminars and 

discussions, along with farm management activities, group 

and individual case study work in a real-world context. 

Visiting industry experts give students a valuable insight into 

the sector in which they are involved. 

Modules are assessed through a range of coursework. 

Meet the  
course  
manager 

Find out more  
about Rita Walsh’s  
experience and expertise.

www.rau.ac.uk/RitaWalsh

Find 
out more 
www.rau. 

ac.uk/pg-afm 
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Business and Enterprise

After a prolonged period working 

in primary agricultural production I 

compounded my experience and upskilled 

into employment as an agronomist. As a 

direct response to the current and future 

business challenges being faced on farms 

by many of my customers and the industry 

alike I took the decision, with the support 

of my employer, to study part time on the 

MBA in Advanced Farm Management at 

the RAU. 

The industry is likely to face 

unprecedented challenges due to the 

impending departure from the European 

Union. It provides us with a ‘once in 

a century’ opportunity to re-design a 

policy that encompasses farming, the 

environment and rural societies. This will 

almost certainly affect the structure and 

the management of farming businesses 

in the UK. 

I felt that this course would provide me 

with the necessary acumen and strategic 

thinking to enable me to aid some of 

these changes in UK farm business. The 

depth and experience of the institution, 

along with strong industry linkage, made 

the RAU a standout choice for this unique 

qualification. I have confidence that it will 

help future proof my skill base and position 

me well to adapt to changes within the 

industry. 

“The depth and experience 
of the institution, along with 
strong industry linkage, made 
the RAU a standout choice for 
this unique qualification.”

Name: Peter Carr 

Course: MBA Advanced Farm Management 

Career: Agronomist

Modules
– Sustainable Business Strategy

– Leadership and Change

– International Marketing Management

– Financial Management

– Agricultural Economics

– Operations Management

– Sustainable Agricultural Business Principles

– Farm Business Management

– Applied Research Challenge

Plus TWO elective modules, selected from: 

– Adaptive Management in a Complex World

– Beverage and the Supply Chain

– Corporate Finance

– Entrepreneurship

– Entrepreneurship for Rural Tourism and Events

– Fisheries and Aquaculture Management

– Global Meat Chains

– International Business

– New Product Development in the Agri-Food Industry

– Rural Event Management

– Small Scale Farming and Local Food Supply

Course modules are subject to change.   

The most up-to-date course details can be found at  

www.rau.ac.uk.
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MSc Business  
Management
Full-time or part-time

Course manager  
Jonathan Brunyee 
Email  
Jonathan.Brunyee@rau.ac.uk  

Entry requirements 

The standard minimum entry 

requirements apply. 

Please see page 55 for full 
details.

Accredited by the 
Chartered Management 
Institute 

Dual qualification CMI Level 7 

Diploma in Strategic Management 

and Leadership

The business world is complex, fast-moving and exciting, 

and demands high-calibre employees with sound 

management, marketing and financial skills. The ability to 

manage change, risk and people, alongside developing 

future proof and sustainable business strategies is crucial.  

Coupled with accreditation by the Chartered Management 

Institute (CMI) this stimulating and diverse programme 

offers students from the UK and overseas a route into a 

successful business career.  

The course includes a core business foundation. Students 

then have the opportunity to contextualise their studies in 

a relevant sector of their choice, choosing from a unique 

mix of elective routes covering management studies; 

international business; food and beverages; agricultural 

management; equine management; and tourism and rural 

entrepreneurship.

Upon successful completion of the degree, students will be 

awarded a CMI Level 7 Diploma in Strategic Management 

and Leadership, making them a Member of the Chartered 

Management Institute (MCMI). They can then apply to CMI 

for full Chartered Manager status if desired. 

Career prospects 
At the end of the MSc, graduates will be well equipped 

to take on a leadership role within a rural or urban 

business setting, develop their career in general business 

management, or start up their own successful enterprise.  

Recent graduates have followed careers in wealth 

management, marketing, business development and food 

retail. 

Course structure

The course is offered full-time over 12 months, or part-time. 

Students will study eight taught modules; six core modules 

and two elective modules, and complete a Research Project. 

The Research Project can be focused on a business subject 

or organisation of personal interest. 

Students will study four modules in the first (autumn) 

semester followed by four modules in the second (spring) 

semester, and complete their Research Project over the 

summer and by the end of September.

Students learn through a mix of lectures, seminars, 

workshops, case studies, and tutorials, as individuals and 

in groups, plus visits to and from national and international 

companies.  We use our expansive alumni and CMI network 

to add additional real world experience and we encourage 

students to link with the RAUs award winning Enterprise 

Programme.  

Modules are assessed through continuous assessment and 

final examinations.

Find 
out more 
www.rau.

ac.uk/pg-bm

Meet the  
course  
manager 

Find out more  
about Jonathan Brunyee’s  
experience and expertise.

www.rau.ac.uk/JonathanBrunyee
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As a recent graduate from the Royal 

Agricultural University I decided the 

best step to take next was to continue 

and get my Masters Degree. The MSc 

Business Management course was 

ideal due to the range of modules 

being offered across all areas of 

business and the interesting selection 

of electives to choose from. I chose 

to do Wine Industry and International 

Business due to an offer to work 

abroad once I had passed my Masters. 

Having studied my undergraduate 

degree at the RAU, I knew of its high 

reputation and the importance they 

have on real world experiences. 

Since graduating with an MSc in 

Business Management, I have moved 

out to Switzerland and currently work 

as an Associate Wealth Manager. I use 

many of the skills and experiences I 

gained from my time at the RAU in my 

day-to-day work. This graduate course 

has certainly been an integral part of 

my career so far and has helped me to 

enter a very competitive job market.

“This graduate course has 
certainly been an integral 
part of my career so far and 
has helped me to enter a very 
competitive job market.”

Name: Harry White 

Course: MSc Business Management 

Career: Associate Wealth Manager

Modules
– Business Strategy

– Personal and Organisational Change

– Marketing, Planning and Strategy 

– Economics and Policy 

– Financial Management 

– Research Methods

– Dissertation

Plus TWO elective modules, selected from:

– Adaptive Management in a Complex World

– Operations Management 

– Entrepreneurship

– International Business

– International Agri-Business, Finance and Investment

– Sustainable Agricultural Business Principles

– Farm Business Management 

– Equine Business Management 

– Food Chain

– New Product Development in the Agri-Food Industry

– Entrepreneurship for Rural Tourism & Events

– Rural Event Management

– Beverages and the Supply Chain

Course modules are subject to change.   

The most up-to-date course details can be found at  

www.rau.ac.uk.
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for 2018 entry

Course manager  
Dr Sarah Maddock 
Email  
sarah.maddock@rau.ac.uk  

Entry requirements  

The standard minimum entry 

requirements apply, plus a 

minimum of two years’ work 

experience with managerial 

responsibilities. 

Please see page 55 for full 

details. 

Accredited by the 
Chartered Management 
Institute 

Dual qualification CMI Level 7 

Diploma in Strategic Management 

and Leadership 

With industry accreditation and opportunities to travel, this 

course could be a gateway to a thriving transatlantic career 

working with any number of the multinational companies 

that are eager to take on our graduates.

Fluctuating socio-economic circumstances mean that 

multinational companies are increasingly seeking people 

who possess the knowledge and the skills to capitalise on 

the opportunities for growth and address the challenges 

in the global agribusiness sector, whether as consultants, 

business managers or project managers.

This course will provide you with an in-depth understanding 

of the key issues, including technological advances in the 

industry, demographic shifts between urban and rural areas, 

immigration and access to skilled staff, climate change, 

water issues, and food security.

It has been designed with the industry in mind, ensuring 

that you’ll leave capable of applying your knowledge in food 

processing and manufacturing, procurement, research and 

development, policy or government service, agricultural and 

food marketing, and supply chain management.

Upon successful completion of the degree, you’ll be 

awarded the Chartered Management Institute (CMI) Level 7 

Diploma in Strategic Management and Leadership and will 

therefore become a Member of the Chartered Management 

Institute (MCMI). You can then apply to the CMI for full 

Chartered Manager status if you wish.

Career prospects
Our business-minded graduates progress on to successful 

careers across all areas of the global food and agribusiness 

sectors, many of whom secure management positions at 

transnational companies:

• International food industry experts and 
consultants – for private companies, 
governments, and international 
organisations such as FAO, World 
Bank, and European Commission

• Business Management in a 
wide variety of organisations

• Project coordination – overseeing 
international projects and operations

• Students have the unique opportunity 
to study the first term at either the 
Utah State University in the United 
States or the Royal Agricultural 
University, with the remaining study 
periods undertaken at the RAU.

Who is the course for?

This MBA will prepare students for senior strategic positions 

and leadership roles within companies, agencies, or 

institutions where international business is a major activity. 

Key areas include food processing and manufacturing, 

agri-food procurement, research and development, policy or 

government service, agri-food marketing, and food supply 

chain management.

Find 
out more 
www.rau.

ac.uk/pg-ifa 

MBA International  
Food and Agribusiness
Full-time applications  

Meet the 
course 
manager

Find out more  
about Dr Sarah Maddock’s 
experience and expertise.

www.rau.ac.uk/SarahMaddock
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Following a 26-year career in the Royal 

Marines, I was keen to undertake 

full time postgraduate education as 

a segue from military service to the 

commercial sector.  As an officer in the 

Royal Marines, I was fortunate to both 

lead military and civilian colleagues as 

well as travel extensively throughout 

my career. These factors, I was keen to 

build upon within an academic setting.  

My choice to undertake an MBA at 

the RAU was two-fold: their strong 

reputation and with a high percentage 

of postgraduate employment uptake 

and secondly, the strong enterprise 

strata within the University and the 

core MBA syllabus.  This latter reason 

was the tipping point and I have 

enjoyed developing my own business 

and start up ideas as part of the 

MBA.  Looking forward to a UK food, 

farming and environmental outside of 

the EU and the exciting opportunities 

it offers; my MBA in International Food 

and Agribusiness is equipping me 

perfectly to meet these challenges 

and fully optimise on the wide global 

market opportunities the UK seeks in 

the future.    

“My choice to undertake an MBA at the RAU was 
two-fold: their strong reputation and with a high 

percentage of postgraduate employment 
uptake and secondly, the strong 

enterprise strata within the 
University and the core MBA syllabus.”

Name: Ed Moorhouse 

Course: MBA International Food and Agribusiness 

Career: MBA student and Business Development 

 Manager, Cotswold Hills Wines

Business and Enterprise

Course structure

The MBA may be studied full-time over 15 months or 

part-time over two or three years.

Students will study eight modules; six business 

modules, two subject specific applied modules plus 30 

credits of elective modules studied over two semesters. 

The Applied Research Challenge Project is carried out 

over the summer to be submitted in September. 

Students will learn through problem-based and 

experiential case studies, workshops, cooperative work, 

reflective reports, presentations, lectures, seminars and 

industry visits. 

Modules will be assessed through professional 

business reports, case study analysis, presentations, 

reviews, essays, critical academic papers, business 

evaluation projects and written examinations. 

Modules 
– Financial Management

– International Marketing Management

– Leadership and Change

– Agricultural Economics

– Operations Management

– Sustainable Business Strategy

– Food Chain

– Critical Issues in Food Technology and Innovation

– International Agri-Food Marketing

– International Agribusiness Finance and Investments

– Applied Research Challenge

Plus ONE or TWO elective modules, selected from:

– Entrepreneurship

– International Business

– Critical Issues in Ethical Leadership 

– Economics of the Environment 

– Retail and Shopper Marketing 

– New Product Development in the Agri-Food Industry

– Adaptive Management in a Complex World

Course modules are subject to change.   

The most up-to-date course details can be found at  

www.rau.ac.uk.
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Full-time or part-time

October or February start 
available

Course manager  
Philip Hudson 
Email  
philip.hudson@rau.ac.uk

Entry requirements 

The standard minimum entry 

requirements apply. 

Please see page 55 for full 

details.

A globalised food industry and accelerating population 

figures mean that food safety is of critical importance to 

billions of consumers and producers worldwide. For anyone 

working in or hoping to move into the agri-food industry, 

this degree will give you the requisite understanding of 

current trends and the know-how to deliver solutions.

Students will be guided through a comprehensive 

exploration of the issues involved, from regulatory 

processes to the role of public institutions and policy 

makers. Students are then able to tailor their studies to 

focus on an area of special interest that aligns with their 

future career plans, whether that be in aquaculture, meat, 

dairy or the beverages sector or the food chain.

Our graduates are well placed to deploy their expertise in 

an NGO (Non-Governmental Organisation) setting, within 

business and industry, academia and research, or with any 

number of government or institutional bodies concerned 

with the highest standards of food safety and management.

Career prospects
Graduates will be equipped with the education and industry 

experience to progress their career and become food safety 

and quality management professionals within:

• An international institution – UN (World 
Food Programme), IFAD, FAO, IFPRI

• Government and statutory 
bodies – Defra, DflD, FSA 

• Business and industry – major 
agricultural and food supply 
companies, consultancy

• NGOs – local food associations, aid 
and development organisations

• Academia and research – lecturer, PhD

Course structure

The course may be studied full-time over 12 months, or 

part-time over two years. 

Students will study eight taught modules; six core modules 

and two elective modules, and complete a Research Project, 

which is carried out over the summer and submitted in 

September. 

Students who do not wish to undertake the Research 

Project may choose to take a Postgraduate Diploma 

following successful completion of eight taught modules. 

Students will learn through a combination of lectures, guest 

speakers, group workshops and seminars, case studies, 

individual and student-led research, group projects, and 

field studies and visits. 

Modules are assessed through written examinations and 

coursework, including case study analysis, essay writing, 

oral and poster presentations, and assessed seminars.

The course is available to start in either 
October or February

Modules will be taught in 15 week semesters.

October entry
Students will study four modules in the first (autumn) 

semester followed by four modules in the second (spring) 

semester, and complete their Research Project by the end 

of September.

February entry
Students will study four modules in the first (spring) 

semester, complete their Research Project by the end of 

September, and study four modules in the second (autumn) 

semester.

Find 
out more 
www.rau. 

ac.uk/pg-fsqm

MSc Food Safety and Quality 
Management

Meet the  
course  
manager 

Find out more  
about Philip Hudson’s  
experience and expertise.

www.rau.ac.uk/PhilipHudson
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Food Supply and Management

Modules
– Food Chain 

– Fundamentals of Food Science

– Systems for Food Safety Management

– The Politics and Policies of Food Assurance

– Sustainability and the Food Industry

– New Product Development (NPD) in the Agri-Food 

Industry

– Research Project

Plus TWO elective modules, selected from:

– Poverty and Food Security

– Fisheries and Aquaculture Management

– Global Meat Chains

– Global Dairy Food Chains

– Integrated Organic Systems

– Beverages and the Supply Chain

Course modules are subject to change.   

The most up-to-date course details can be found at 

www.rau.ac.uk.

“Being involved in the Enterprise 
Society at RAU has helped me 
to meet brewers, entrepreneurs, 
managers and understand the 
world of work first hand.”

Name: Enrico Zanella 

Course: MSc Food Safety and Quality Management 

Career: MSc student at IUSVE University, Italy

I am a student from Venice (Italy) and 

my interest in food and brewing started 

when I was 13 during my Summer School 

in Dublin. On that occasion, I visited the 

Guinness Factory and I was fascinated by 

the techniques and ingredients used in 

that industry. After my Bachelor degree 

in Political Science in Padua I decided to 

deepen my interest in the food industry at 

the RAU.

The style of teaching by the Professors, the 

modules I have attended, the coursework 

and my research project have all helped 

me to develop a background knowledge 

about policies and practices for food 

safety, soil management, food science and 

sustainability. Moreover, being involved 

in the Enterprise Society at RAU as an 

ambassador for Muddy Wellies (the beer 

of the university) has helped me to meet 

brewers, entrepreneurs, managers and 

understand the world of work first hand.

Although a foreign student while I was at 

RAU, I felt at home thanks to all the staff. 

I always wholeheartedly recommend this 

university to others.
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Full-time or part-time  

Course manager  
Dr Simon Huston 
Email  
simon.huston@rau.ac.uk 

Entry requirements 

The standard minimum entry 

requirements apply.  

Please see page 55 for full 

details.

Accredited by the Royal 
Institution of Chartered 

Surveyors

Real estate has become a global asset class. It provides 

homes in communities, underpins a dynamic economy, 

and has significant environmental and energy security 

implications. To service this critical sector, industry looks 

for independently minded and competent graduates with 

domestic and international awareness.  

The rigorous and challenging programme equips students 

with the intellectual mind-set, vocationally orientated 

knowledge and professional competencies to evaluate 

markets, property investments and development projects.  

If you’ve professional real estate career aspirations, it 

prepares you to enter practice.  

For those seeking a career in real estate, the RICS 

accredited MSc Real Estate degree provides full-time and 

part-time route to complete professional status. Students 

gain a well-regarded mixed general practice real estate 

qualification, with the possibility of international, residential 

and other specialisations. In other sectors, an MSc Real 

Estate qualification differentiates you and enhances your 

professional standing.

After graduation, full time students who complete two years 

of professional training can register for the Assessment 

of Professional Competence (APC) and apply for MRICS 

designation as a Chartered Surveyor. Part-time students, 

if in approved relevant work, may apply for their APC 

registration upon enrolment to the programme.

The MSc also offers multiple opportunities for professional 

enrichment, including: site visits to live developments, 

industry guest speakers, Real Estate Society events, 

overseas field trip (at extra cost) which, in recent years, 

went to Hong Kong, Singapore and Dubai.

Career prospects
Real estate professionals are in great demand and the 

University has achieved high levels of success in placing 

graduates in major urban and rural real estate companies 

and advisory practices. Key areas include:

• Mixed General Practice
• Agency
• Valuation
• Investment /Asset Management 
• Corporate Real Estate / 

Facilities Management
• Residential / Social Housing
• Development / Infrastructure
• Statutory Advice
• Consultancy
• Real Estate Analysis and Research

Course structure

The MSc is studied full-time, over 12 months or part-

time over two years. To facilitate part time delivery, where 

practicable, most lectures are concentrated on two intensive 

full days. However, students are expected to undertake site 

visits and engage in other learning activities.

Students study nine modules including Research and one 

elective module. Students study four modules in the first 

(autumn) semester followed by four modules in the second 

(spring) semester. Research is taught throughout the year 

so students can submit their dissertation in September. 

For the dissertation, students can specialise in International, 

Residential, Rural, Development, Finance, Heritage or 

other areas as agreed by the module leader and potential 

supervisor. Research guidance includes lectures and a 

“research day”, involving practical classes on e.g. NVivo, 

Find 
out more 
www.rau.

ac.uk/pg-re

MSc Real Estate

Meet the  
course  
manager 

Find out more  
about Dr Simon Huston’s  
experience and expertise.

www.rau.ac.uk/SimonHuston
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Following six years of teaching I 

decided on a career change to the 

property sector and sought a course 

which provided rounded experience 

in a more practical and vocational 

way. The MSc International Real 

Estate offered exactly that. The 

tuition delivered by real professionals 

working in the industry meant it 

gave me confidence in the approach 

and application. The project based 

assessment structure and the absence 

of ‘exams’ gave real life experience 

in producing reports, thinking laterally 

and delivering findings both in written 

and verbal formats. In addition, the 

numerous Viva assessments we 

undertook proved invaluable when 

sitting my APC after the two years in 

the work place. Through the first class 

teaching and the experiences I was 

privileged to have, both in the UK and 

internationally, I was able to gain a 

place on the JLL graduate scheme. 

Now six years later I’m fortunate 

to have been promoted to National 

Director and Head of the City and East 

Residential team.

“The course was perfectly pitched 
to give me the practical experience 
and technical knowledge to 
excel in the workplace.”

Name: Peter Gibney 

Course: MSc International Real Estate 

Career: National Director, Jones Lang LaSalle

SPSS etc. Students engage in a blended range of 

lectures, ‘live scenario’ case studies, site visits (including 

a trip to London), group assessments and technical 

interactive workshops. Teaching and learning takes 

place is small groups, and is enriched by site visits, 

industry speakers and a wide range of current electronic 

materials, including CoStar, BCIS, EGi, Argus* and 

RICS Red Book. You’ll also use Excel and statistical 

programs (SPSS). Working in Real Estate calls for 

good teamwork, and students develop it via interactive 

discussions, collaborative projects and industry 

exposure. Modules are assessed through case studies, 

research paper seminars, group presentations, online 

exercises, valuation computations, written reports, oral 

examinations, and other tasks. 

*Argus accreditation is possible at extra, subsidised cost.

Modules 
Students undertake nine modules, including a  

Research Project.   

- Real Estate Context

- Valuation Principles

- Planning Theory and Practice

- Construction and Project Management

- Professional Practice

- Applied Valuation

- Investment and Development Appraisal 

- Research Methods

- Research Project

Plus ONE elective module, selected from:

- Asset Management

- International Real Estate 

Course modules are subject to change.   

The most up-to-date course details can be found at 

www.rau.ac.uk.
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Full-time  

Course manager  
David Lewis  
Email  
david.lewis@rau.ac.uk

Entry requirements 
The standard minimum entry 
requirements apply. Students are 
strongly encouraged to undertake 
professional experience in the 
property sector prior to starting 
the course. Work experience not 
only gives students an invaluable 
insight into the diverse range 
of work undertaken by rural 
property managers but it is also 
a good opportunity to make some 
useful contacts – some students 
receive job offers as a result 
of such work experience, even 
before they start the course. 
Some practical farming work is 
also helpful, particularly for those 
students who do not come from a 
farming background.

Please see page 55 for full 
details.

Accredited by the Royal 
Institution of Chartered 
Surveyors

If you’re looking to fast track your way to a career as a 

Chartered Surveyor, look no further. This course, developed 

in partnership with the Royal Institution of Chartered 

Surveyors (RICS), is highly regarded by the industry where 

our graduates go on to secure roles with national, regional 

and international firms, as well as for private and public 

property owners.

As well as acting as a springboard to your qualification as 

a Chartered Surveyor, this course can also prepare you to 

become a Fellow of the Central Association of Agricultural 

Valuers. 

Covering rural property law, farm and rural estate business 

and financial planning, implementation and environmental 

challenges, you’ll be trained in all aspects of land, property 

and business management.

This course is for graduates looking to acquire the specialist 

knowledge and skills necessary to work as a rural property 

manager. It also prepares graduates for qualification as a 

Chartered Surveyor and Fellow of the Central Association of 

Agricultural Valuers.

Career prospects
Our graduates are directly involved with managing all types 

of property. The professional work of the rural property 

manager may include:

• Valuation and the sale and purchase 
of land and rural property

• Management and letting 
of land and property

• Rural Estate and farm business 
planning and diversification

• Rural planning and development 
of land and buildings

• Management of woodlands 
and the environment

• Compulsory purchase (roads, 
HS2, pipelines, cables etc.) 
and compensation claims  

• Rural agency

Types of employer include:

• National, international, regional, and 
small firms of Chartered Surveyors

• Private Estates
• Large landowners such as the 

National Trust, County Councils, 
and utility companies

This MSc will also open doors to a variety of careers 

outside the surveying profession, including planning, rural 

conservation, urban and leisure property management, 

property fund and investment management, environmental 

consultancy, research and education.

Course structure

The course may be studied full-time over 12 months, or 

part-time over a longer period.

Students will study eight taught modules and complete a 

Research Project, which is carried out over the summer and 

submitted in September.

MSc Rural Estate  
Management

Meet the  
course  
manager 

Find out more  
about David Lewis’  
experience and expertise.

www.rau.ac.uk/DavidLewis
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Students will study four modules in the first (autumn) 

semester followed by four modules in the second 

(spring) semester, and complete their Research Project 

by the end of September. 

Students will attend lectures and group tutorials. There 

is also a range of practical sessions, and visits to local 

farms, commercial properties, and rural estates where 

owners, occupiers, and their professional advisors can 

provide additional insights into the management of rural 

property. 

Assessed coursework features strongly throughout the 

course. Examinations will take place in January and 

June.

Prior to starting the MSc, students receive reading lists 

and study material so that they can develop a basic 

grounding in study areas with which they are not familiar.

Modules
– Agriculture 

– Environmental and Woodland Management 

– Rural Planning and Buildings

– Farm Business and Enterprise Management 

– Rural Valuation 

– Rural Property Law 

– Rural Policy and Implementation 

– Rural Asset Management

– Research Project

Course modules are subject to change.   

The most up-to-date course details can be found at 

www.rau.ac.uk.

Following my undergraduate degree in 

Geography, I spent a year working on 

a private Estate in Gloucestershire and 

following this pursued a career in Land 

Management. The RICS accredited MSc 

Rural Estate Management at the RAU stood 

out due the diversity of taught modules, 

through both formal lectures and external 

visits to local farms and estates. Modules 

covered all the key areas needed for 

professional practice and provided the 

necessary legal foundations for day-to-day 

work. Many of the assignments have an 

emphasis on practical experience, based on 

problem solving and case studies.

The RAU has longstanding relationships 

with private Estates and both regional 

and national surveying firms which gives 

fantastic prospects to anyone completing 

the MSc. I am now working for the Land 

Management department in Strutt & Parker, 

Cirencester, working two days a week in 

the Estate Office on a local private estate. I 

have no doubt that the MSc has given me 

the required skill set to progress my career 

further in the land management industry.

“The RAU has longstanding 
relationships with private Estates 
and both regional and national 
surveying firms which gives 
fantastic career prospects.” 

Name: Megan Horder 

Course: MSc Rural Estate Management 

Career: Graduate Land Agent, Strutt & Parker

Find 
out more 
www.rau. 

ac.uk/pg-rem

Rural Land Management

Employer endorsement
Based on my experience of the course, and also feedback from graduates on the 

firm’s graduate training programme, I feel that the MSc in Rural Estate Management 

prepares students well for employment. The feedback from students has been very 

positive, on both the quality of teaching and the course curriculum. It provides them 

with the technical knowledge that they require for rural property management”

Jason Beedell, Strutt & Parker,  

and a previous external examiner for MSc Rural Estate Management
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The RAU has been at the forefront of agricultural 
education for more than 170 years, delivering 
educational excellence and contributing to the 
global agricultural sector. 

Research degrees
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Find  
out more 

www.rau.ac.uk/
phdres 

“I would 
thoroughly 

recommend the RAU 
to anyone looking to 
pursue a career in 
research as the staff 
have a genuine interest 
in your wellbeing 
and always push you 
to achieve your full 
potential.” 

Sarah Dolman

From sustainable agriculture, food security, and 

equestrianism, to business, real estate, rural land 

management, and the rural economy, our researchers are 

regularly called upon by the national media for their expert 

opinion on a range of topical issues and policies.

Our research portfolio focuses on applied, near-market 

research in agriculture and land-based studies. The RAU 

has been at the forefront of this specialist knowledge 

exchange since its inception in 1845. As a result, key 

users and a broad range of beneficiaries approach our 

researchers for information and advice on science and 

policy through consultancy or contract research proposals.

Ours is a dynamic learning environment in which our 

students and researchers are unified in their drive to build 

their knowledge and understanding for the sake of the 

world’s future. Thanks to the efforts of our academic and 

research staff, University farms and research facilities, 

the RAU carries out an active programme of UK and 

international research. We are experienced in providing  

the right expertise and skills, including working in 

association with other national and international academic 

and research centres.

The RAU has a long history of applied research, providing 

solutions and recommendations of real practical benefit to 

those working in the countryside and associated industries. 

We offer a range of postgraduate research degrees that 

should appeal to anyone interested in building on their 

undergraduate knowledge and skills in the land-based 

industries. 
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PhD 
With a range of expertise in applied research 

in sustainable agriculture, food chain security, 

agribusiness, agronomy, soil science, equine science 

and urban regeneration and development, the RAU 

provides a stimulating environment for individuals 

wanting to further their academic and professional 

careers thorough doctoral study. The RAU is 

committed to environmental sustainability, and so 

all our projects explore issues that will help farmers, 

horse owners, and rural businesses apply innovative 

techniques and models to improve output, health, 

and welfare while caring for the environment. 

Why study at the RAU?

• Excellent job prospects for PhD candidates in both 

industry and academia

• Our research degrees are validated by University 

of Gloucestershire allowing you to interact 

with a large and subject-diverse postgraduate 

community 

• Integrated structured training on research 

methodologies, statistics, presentation skills, and 

academic writing

• Range of on-farm facilities and unique established 

trial-plot areas to support your work

• Strong research collaborations with University of 

Nottingham, Rothamsted Research, and University 

College Dublin allowing you access to some ‘state 

of the art laboratory facilities’  

Current research areas include: 

Agronomy and sustainable agriculture 

• Wheat-bean intercropping and sustainable 

production systems

• Environmental challenges and food security in 

Sub-Saharan Africa

• Developing sustainable pest control methods

• Efficacy of farm swales in removing pesticides 

from surface water 

Soil science 

• Understanding management influences on soil 

organic matter

• Nutrient cycling in soil and potential for carbon 

sequestration

Equine science

• Behavioural probes of brain function in horses

• Evaluating energy balance in competition horses

• Forage hygiene and respiratory health in stabled 

horses 

Urban regeneration 

• Smart city modelling

• International competitiveness of Chinese 

construction firms

• UAE residential valuation systems audit 

investigation and future pathways

The University is interested in receiving applications 

from suitably qualified, motivated, and self-financing 

students wishing to undertake research at either 

Master of Science by Research (MScR) or Doctoral 

(PhD) level.

Structure

The full-time PhD is a three-year research project, 

submitted as a thesis and examined as a viva voce.

• Full-time – minimum 36 months / maximum 48 

months

• Part-time minimum 48 months / maximum 72 

months

Please note: due to visa restrictions, part-time study 

is not available to international students on a Tier 4 

visa.

Training

Research students receive training in formulating 

research enquiries, critical reading, scientific writing, 

research methodology, statistics (e.g. Genstat, 

SPSS, NVivo), and presentation skills. As part of the 

on-going development programme all postgraduate 

students contribute to internal seminars and present 

their work at conferences.

Entry requirements

The standard minimum entry requirement is 

an Honours degree at upper second level or an 

equivalent academic qualification from a comparable 

international institution. Mature candidates with 

significant relevant work experience and lower 

academic qualifications may also be considered for 

entry, following personal interview.

For students whose first language is not English, 

the University will accept the International English 

Language Test (IELTS) with a minimum score of 5.5 

in all elements.
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Master of Science by Research (MScR) 
This one-year full-time MSc by research programme 

includes training in research skills to help you 

effectively investigate the key challenges facing the 

agriculture, land management or equine industries. 

The programme is completed when you submit your 

thesis for assessment at the end of the year and 

defend your research in a viva voce examination. 

Part-time is available over two years for UK/EU 

students.

Structure

The full-time Master of Science by Research 

programme is a one-year research project submitted 

as a thesis and examined in a viva voce.

• Full-time – minimum 12 months / maximum  

24 months

• Part-time – minimum 18 months / maximum  

36 months

Training

Research students receive training in formulating 

research enquiries, critical reading, scientific writing, 

research methodology, statistics (e.g. Genstat, 

SPSS, NVivo), as well as lecturing skills. Researchers 

will contribute to internal seminars and present at 

conferences.

Entry requirements

The standard minimum entry requirement will be an 

Honours degree at upper second-class level or an 

equivalent academic qualification from a comparable 

international institution. 

Mature candidates with significant relevant work 

experience and lower academic qualifications may 

also be considered for entry, following personal 

interview.

For students whose first language is not English, 

the University will accept the International English 

Language Test (IELTS) with a minimum score of 5.5 

in all elements.
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Fees

Academic fees cover all tuition and examination costs, 

excluding re-sit examinations or referred coursework.

The latest tuition fees can be found on the individual course 

pages on the RAU website.

Visit www.rau.ac.uk 

Students can apply for a postgraduate loan with Student 

Finance England.

Visit www.gov.uk/postgraduateloan

Please note: The University reserves the right to revise fees 

before the start of each subsequent academic year. 

Financial support 

The University offers a wide range of generous scholarships, 

bursaries, and fee waivers for postgraduate students.  

Hardship Awards

The University offers Hardship Awards and Means Tested 

Support, and supports student applications for:

• Professional and Career Development Loans 

www.direct.gov.uk/pcdl

• Government Postgraduate Loans 

www.thestudentroom.co.uk/studentfinance

• Enhanced Learning for the Armed Forces Scheme 

www.enhancedlearningcredits.com

Please note: all scholarships and awards are applicable for 

2018 entry. The University reserves the right to revise these 

in subsequent years. 

Fees and financial support

For more 
details 

www.rau.ac.uk/
pg-funding

For more 
details 

www.rau.ac.uk/
pg-fees

RAU alumni are 
entitled to a 

20% 
reduction  

on tuition fees
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Find out 
more  

www.rau.ac.uk/
pg-admissions

Admissions
The RAU has a proud history of attracting people 

from all walks of life, all ages and all academic and 

professional backgrounds. We have an active policy 

of equal opportunity in the recruitment of students 

and staff and seek applicants from urban as well as 

rural backgrounds and from all cultures and faiths. 

We welcome students with disabilities and endeavor 

to make all reasonable adjustments to ensure equal 

access to higher education. 

Application form

Postgraduate applicants can apply online via the RAU 

website, simply click the ‘apply’ button on the relevant 

course page. This will also give you information about the 

application process. 

Successful candidates will be sent an offer for one or more 

of our courses within 10 working days of interview, or 

receipt of all necessary documentation.

Many of our full-time courses are also available on a part-

time basis. If you wish to study part-time, please make sure 

this is clearly indicated on your application form. 

References

Applicants will be required to provide details of two referees 

with their application form. 

One reference should be provided by the present (or most 

recent) college or university tutor, who is able to comment 

on past achievement and potential academic ability. 

Applicants who are, or have been, in employment should 

also provide a reference from their current or most recent 

employer.

References can be uploaded on the online application, or 

sent directly to the University.

Entry requirements

• The standard minimum entry requirement will be an 

Honours degree usually at upper second level.

• Mature candidates with significant relevant work 

experience and lower academic qualifications may also 

be considered for entry, following personal interview with 

the course manager.

• For students whose first language is not English, the 

University will accept International English Language Test 

(IELTS) with a minimum score of 6.5 average with no 

element below 5.5.  

• Students with other qualifications, including overseas 

awards and alternative English language qualifications, 

are advised to contact admissions to discuss the 

suitability of their award for entry onto the course.

Admissions
 01285 889912 
admissions@ 

rau.ac.uk
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